Monitoring diet effects via biofluids and their implications for metabolomics studies.
The effect of diet on metabolites found in rat urine samples has been investigated using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and a new ambient ionization mass spectrometry experiment, extractive electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (EESI-MS). Urine samples from rats with three different dietary regimens were readily distinguished using multivariate statistical analysis on metabolites detected by NMR and MS. To observe the effect of diet on metabolic pathways, metabolites related to specific pathways were also investigated using multivariate statistical analysis. Discrimination is increased by making observations on restricted compound sets. Changes in diet at 24-h intervals led to predictable changes in the spectral data. Principal component analysis was used to separate the rats into groups according to their different dietary regimens using the full NMR, EESI-MS data or restricted sets of peaks in the mass spectra corresponding only to metabolites found in the urea cycle and metabolism of amino groups pathway. By contrast, multivariate analysis of variance from the score plots showed that metabolites of purine metabolism obscure the classification relative to the full metabolite set. These results suggest that it may be possible to reduce the number of statistical variables used by monitoring the biochemical variability of particular pathways. It should also be possible by this procedure to reduce the effect of diet in the biofluid samples for such purposes as disease detection.